Affiliate Compensation Plan
General
When a Customer subscribes to the service, they agree to pay a monthly subscription of $99 every month. Every
sale of a monthly Customer subscription generates a single direct commission of $50 that is paid to the Affiliate
that introduced that Customer.
If a Customer introduces another Customer or an Affiliate, the referrer is automatically upgraded to Affiliate and
their monthly subscription will be charged at the Affiliate rate. The first Direct Commission received by the
referrer as an Affiliate is used to pay for the automatic upgrade to Affiliate.
When an Affiliate subscribes to the service, they agree to pay a monthly subscription of $149 every month. Every
sale of a monthly Affiliate subscription generates 8 different and immediate commissions. There is 1 Direct
Commission, 5 Indirect Commissions, 1 Super Affiliate Commission and 1 Pro Affiliate Commission. Commissions
are paid out after the Affiliate’s subscription payment has been confirmed. To receive commissions click the
“Withdraw All Commissions” button on the commission page. It is a good idea to allow commissions to
accumulate to avoid significant miner or network fees. (1 Click does not earn from network or miner fees.)

Direct Commissions
Direct Commissions are paid on each monthly subscription, that you sell or refer, whether that referral is a
Customer or an Affiliate. Direct Commissions are paid immediately the Member pays their subscription and the
payment is confirmed. Direct Commissions are paid on initial subscription and on renewal of those Member
subscriptions each month.

Indirect Commissions
Indirect commissions are paid on each monthly Affiliate subscription that is sold or referred within generations
2 through 6. Indirect Commissions are paid immediately the Affiliate’s payment is confirmed. Indirect
Commissions are paid on initial subscription and on renewal of those Affiliate subscriptions each month.

Super Affiliate Commissions
Super Affiliate Commissions are paid to the first Super Affiliate in the line of referral sponsorship. It is possible
to receive Super Affiliate Commissions in addition to Direct Commissions and Indirect Commissions, in fact, it is
quite normal to do so. Super Affiliate Commissions are paid immediately the Affiliate’s payment is confirmed.
Super Affiliate Commissions are unlimited in potential as Qualifying Generations may extend below the sixth
level and down the next Super Affiliate, if there is one.

Pro Affiliate Commissions
Pro Affiliate Commissions are Paid to the first Pro Affiliate in the line of referral sponsorship. It is possible to
receive Pro Affiliate Commissions and Super Affiliate Commissions in addition to Direct Commissions and Indirect
Commissions and Super Affiliate Commissions and, in fact, it is quite normal to do so. Pro Affiliate Commissions
are paid immediately the Affiliate’s payment is confirmed. Pro Affiliate Commissions are unlimited in potential as
Qualifying Generations may extend below the sixth level and down to the next Pro Affiliate, if there is one.
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Commissions from Generations

Generation

Commission

Amount

1

Direct

$50

2

Indirect

$10

3

Indirect

$10

4

Indirect

$10

5

Indirect

$10

6

Indirect

$10

Super Affiliate Infinity Bonus
(Per Affiliate in all qualifying generations)
Pro Affiliate Infinity Bonus
(Per Affiliate in all qualifying generations)

+$5
+$5

DEFINITIONS
The following definitions apply in this document and all documents referenced herein:

1.

MEMBER
Someone that has registered with 1 Click Trading System. When first registered, a Member may be on
the free trial or they may subscribe as either a Customer or an Affiliate. If their subscription lapses and
they are no longer a Customer or an Affiliate, a Member remains a Member until such time as their
account is purged from the database. A Member may also be referred to as a “Referral”. A Member has
agreed to abide by the 1 Click Trading System Terms and Conditions.

2.

ACTIVE MEMBER:
A Member that has subscribed to be a Customer or an Affiliate and their subscription payments are up
to date. An Active Member may also be referred to as a “Subscriber”. Only Active Members will receive
the trading signals.

3.

CUSTOMER:
A Member that has subscribed to be a Customer. If their subscription payments are up to date, they are
an Active Customer. If not, an Inactive Customer. A Customer has not referred or introduced any
Members.

4.

AFFILIATE:
A Member may subscribe as an Affiliate by selecting that option when registering or subscribing and
paying the Affiliate Subscription Fee. An Affiliate does not have any obligation to introduce other
Members.
If a Member introduces or refers another Member, the referrer will only have the option of subscribing
as an Affiliate for the entire time that they have referred an Active Member or not. Only Active Affiliates
will receive commission payments.
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An Affiliate has agreed to abide by the 1 Click Trading System Terms and Conditions and the Affiliate
Agreement.
An Affiliate may be addressed as a “Referrer”, a “Sponsor” or an “Introducer” within the context of the
statement addressing them, if they have referred a Member.

5.

SUPER AFFILIATE RANK:
To be a Super Affiliate, an Affiliate must be the referrer of 10 Affiliates that each have referred 3 Affiliates.
A Super Affiliate is paid $5 Super Affiliate Commission for each Affiliate within their Super Affiliate
Qualifying Generations

6.

PRO AFFILIATE RANK:
A Pro Affiliate is an Affiliate that has referred 20 Affiliates that each have referred 10 Affiliates that each
have referred 3 Affiliates. A Pro Affiliate is paid $5 Pro Affiliate Commission for each Affiliate within the
Pro Affiliate Qualifying Generations.

7.

QUALIFYING GENERATIONS:
For the Super Affiliate commissions and the Pro Affiliate commissions, all generations from the qualifying
Affiliate down to the next Super Affiliate or Pro Affiliate, according to the commission type being
awarded.

8.

NETWORK / GENEALOGY:
This is the series of relationships of Business Centres that determine the flow of commissions.
Generations 1 through 6 are your regular commission pay zone. Qualifying Generations are your pay
zone for your rank commissions.

9.

COMMISSION:
Commissions are calculated instantly and accrue on the “My Commissions” tab of the “My Office” page.
To withdraw commissions simply click the button on the My Commissions page at any anytime. You also
have the option of paying your subscription with your Commissions. If this option is available to you, you
will see a button labelled “Pay With Commission” when you get to the payment page to renew your
subscription.
Commissions from subscriptions are displayed in real time. Commissions are paid in the chosen
cryptocurrency and the quantity of crypto displayed on your My Commissions page will not decrease or
change unless more commission is added or you withdraw some or all of your accrued commission.
Conversely, the dollar amount will change as the price of the cryptocurrency in which the commissions
were paid changes.
Be sure to add your cryptocurrency wallet to be able to withdraw your commissions. The chosen
cryptocurrency for commissions payments will change from time to time and will normally be the one
with the lowest withdrawal fees.
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